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A new round of promotions at MPR Partners | Maravela, Popescu & Asociații

This fall, three longstanding attorneys of the firm, namely Daniel Alexie, Anca Baițan and Diana Borcean,
stepped up in the MPR Partners | Maravela, Popescu & Asociații hierarchy.
Daniel Alexie was promoted to Managing Associate. Daniel is member of the firm’s consultancy department since
2016. His practice is focused on mergers and acquisitions, corporate law, technology, data protection and
consumer protection matters. Amongst the top clients successfully assisted by Daniel there is one of the world
leaders in sports equipment manufacturing (Amer Sports Group, holding amongst others the Salomon brand), the
German international automotive supplier Eberspächer, the major European airlines Air France and KLM, the
American telecom, internet and TV group Liberty Global as well as a global company with Dutch origins,
important ships manufacturer Alewijnse.
Anca Baițan was equally promoted to Managing Associate. Anca is a member of the firm’s dispute resolution
department since 2016. Her practice encompasses a wide spectrum of commercial and administrative disputes as
well as insolvency, restructuring and bankruptcy files. Amongst Anca’s successfully assisted clients we mention
Autotehnica Fleet Services, operating the Hertz brand, Teamnet, one of the biggest IT systems integrators in the
region, Astra Holding, an important German investment group, a European chain of discount concept
supermarkets and Mitcham Industries, a global company active in the seismic equipment sector.
Diana Borcean was promoted to Senior Associate and she is a member of the firm’s consultancy department since
2018. Diana’s activity covers commercial and contracts, real estate and construction, corporate law and data
protection. Amongst the clients assisted we mention B Braun Avitum, global healthcare company, Alpha Parking,
part of the Belgian group Interparking – European leader in the development and operation of parkings, CTE
Trailers, major specialized vehicles distributor and Arinvest, a Romanian investment group.
„Ever since the firm as founded we stayed true to our policy according to which results and had work are
rewarded. Furthermore, flawless integration within the firm with regards to the team as well as assimilation of the
firm´s values represent highly important criteria in terms of evolution and progress within the firm.
Congratulations and appreciation to our colleagues for the results achieved and for their beautiful path so far.” Gelu Maravela, Founding Partner.
„We truly have a wonderful team and the dedication and professionalism shown in the current context have really
impressed us. We are thrilled that in these difficult times we have managed not only to keep our entire team (in
terms of number of members and fees) but even more to welcome new colleagues and promote three of our senior
team members. Congratulations to those promoted at this point. We are closely and eagerly monitoring the
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developments in order to further promote more of our professional team members.” - Alina Popescu, Founding
Partner
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